Hi Amy Bethlehem PTA Meeting
19/02/2019
Meeting opened: 7:30pm
Present: Emma Swanson, Katie Arnott, Olivia Stone, Kirsty stafford, Jo West, Helen Dinsmole,
Vanessa Stevens, Candice Joiner, Michelle Wooster, Brian Field, Donnelle Newson, Nicole Holmes,
Tracey Lines, Nicky Acton-Adams, Chris Bernman, Kate maliolin, Nicki Hockings, Andrea Acton.
Freddie Schob
Apologies: Hannah Phillips, Kerrie Jones
Chris opened the meeting introduced himself. Went round with everyone introducing themselves.
Financial reporting: Kirsty handed out a performance reort and a financial summery.
Cow dump gala was the biggests event.
Something to keep in mind for the gala is how the stalls did last year, the teachers all handed in a
report so will look at that this year and maybe change up some of the stalls.
Correspondance: Student council is looking at running the easter art/craft competition again. last
year the PTA donated $120. Is the PTA happy to donate this again?
Moved by Chris 2nded by Jo.
The dates coming up are the cow dump and the pizza day the last week of april.
Next meeting 19 march 7:30pm.
Disco 20th September.
Chris looked into putting up some advertising boards along the fence by the pool. He has a got a
qoute from one engeneering company could be around $3000-$4000, is this something we want to
look at doing. Is there enough interest from companies to pay $500 to put an advert up for up to 3
years? It would be sitting inside the the school fence not attached to the fence. If its attached to the
fence we would need to get consent from the concil. Can we get 7 companies to pay $500 for the
signs.
For PTA funding request through the school we will be looking at needing to have a letter of
request moved by Chris 2nd by kirsty.
Cow dump gala planning date has been confirmed 26th May 2019.
We had to camps last year one lot that was working on the gala bits and pieces and one lot working
on the sponsorship part which worked really well. Business will need to be approached early to
make sure we dont miss out on possible sponsorship.
Each class is allocated 1 or 2 things to run in the stalls, each class is asked to have a rep who liases
with the teacher and attends meetings.
Do we organise anything for the parents like a mums night, quiz night we have a volunteer, Candice.
Booking of events make sure we have a list of all the rides and so on that we need booked.coffee
cart. Tip top ice cream for hire they give you the chillers and everything else its not a huge profit but
it could be something new.

Tracey did a list of class reps that we have so far.
We talked about having some facebook polls any suggestions? What type of rides or what people
are after at the gala? Maybe get a list of of what little rides offers?
Qoute $125 for 1000 paper cups plus $10 for courier.
Did everyone like to reminders on facebook.
Calender can it be shared with everyone.
Bryan asked the parent to get into groups and give some feed back on the korero mai which will go
back to the staff as they did their own feed back and will compare.
Bryan has got some quotes for the playgrounds to be discussed.
Thank you all for coming.
Meeting closed 8:54pm.

